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Results Speak for Themselves 
Feddersen is proud of the accuracy results achieved with 
our specialty barrels. You don’t need to take our word for it. 
In a 2017 comparison test of after-market barrels per-
formed by on-line magazine Major Pandemic, our barrels 
out performed others.  


We Garnette Our Barrels
There is no risk to improving your accuracy. Our guarantee 
lets you invest in your shooting experience with the 
peace-of-mind that only comes when you are working 
with a proven leader in specialty gun-making. Try our 
barrels and love your results or send it back. 


NOTHING FIRES AS WELL AS                                             


“Feddersen barrels ... 
shine at the 15-yard line 
with mid-grade practice 
ammo.”


- Major Pandemic, 11/17


* Courtesy of: http://www.majorpandemic.com/2017/11/glock-g19-and-g17-aftermarket-match-barrels.html








Primed for Performance 
When you want dramatically increased shooting accuracy, 
you want a Feddersen barrel. Our single-edge polygonal 
rifling (SEPR) process is dual-patented gun barrel technolo-
gy which applies a single edge area and a polygonal area 
separating the grooves. This produces a hybrid standard and 
polygonal rifling, reducing deformation of the bullet with 
minimal engraving. Bullets achieve a more symmetrical 
trajectory through the barrel, existed in the straightest line 
towards the target possible. 


Our SEPR process ensures a tighter seal of the projectile, 
significantly reducing forward escaping gases and minimiz-
ing loss of gas pressures. Ultimately, this design has the 
capabilities of shooting match grade ammunition at sub 
Minute of Angle (MOA) accuracy and honing processes, as 
well as our diverse offering of compatible products ensure 
Feddersen pistol barrels are primed to give the best perfor-
mance for a lifetime. 


RIFLING 
Precision from within 


Traditional        Polygonal          SERP 


TM








Matte Finish


Polished Finish


FJ. Feddersen Glock 17 Barrel  Threaded 


FJ. Feddersen Glock 17 Barrel


Matte Finish


FJ Feddesen 416
Stainless Steel Glock 
GL 17 Pistol Barrels 


Compatible for Gen 1 – Gen 4
Thread pitch of ½-28 x .400


Choose from: 


Made  with the same precision and quality 
you have come to expect from Feddersen








F.J. Feddersen Glock Barrels 
GL 17 & 19 


865-408-1545      fjfeddersen.com 








Crowned  OR Threaded 


CROWNINGTM


A crown is a detailed, rounded depression in the barrel 
muzzle. Crowning, combined with our SERP rifling, 
greatly improves accuracy, ensuring the muzzle is free 
from any imperfections and allowing exciting gas 
pressure to be delivered uniformly across the muzzle 
face.


Have YOUR                                                


Feddersen GL 17 & 19 barrels are available with a 
threaded muzzle or with our crowning.  Threaded 
muzzels  are ready to accomodate  the addition of  flash, 
suppressor or condesenor,  Included thread protectors 
let you keep your options open and your barrel pristen. 


YOUR WAY
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